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The occupancy for the mall as at 5
June 2005 was 67% and footfalls in
the mall increased approximately 27%
in the first quarter of 2005 compared
to the corresponding year.

The two towers of BTS comprised of
1,200 units of apartment suites of
which 800 units are used for hotel
operations (known as Berjaya Times
Square Hotel & Convention Center) at
the west wing and service suites at
the east wing. BTS also houses
corporate office space, a stock
trading floor, 4,300 car park bays and
7 tour coach bays.

Due to the softening property market
condition, BTS has placed its priority
on improving the complex's market
positioning by improving on its tenant
mix and introduction of floor themes.
The re-launching of sales is targeted to
happen towards the end of calendar
year 2005, when most of the preferred
retail mix of the complex is in place by
third quarter of 2005.

A proposal for an overhead pedestrian
bridge linking East Tower to the bus
stop in front of Amoda Building across
Jalan Imbi for the convenience of its
patrons has been submitted to the
authorities for approval. 

Gaming Division

For the financial year ended 30 April
2005, NASB registered a revenue of
RM181.4 million and pre-tax profit of
RM14.2 million compared to a
revenue of RM156.5 million and pre-
tax profit of RM14 million in the
previous corresponding year. 

The increase of 16% in revenue was
attributed to higher sales achieved
through better acceptance of the
game resulting from efforts of effective
promotion, customer relationship
management programmes, better
prize payment services, public
relations and additional special draws.

Pre-tax profit, however, recorded only
a marginal increase of RM0.2 million
due to higher prize payout during the
financial year under review as
compared to the previous year.

NASB continued to fulfil its social
responsibilities through its year-end
events of ang-pow and gifts
presentation to several social and
charitable organizations in the State of
Sarawak.

FUTURE OUTLOOK

Despite a moderating economy in
2005, the retail industry has continued
to grow with new shopping centres
and entertainment hubs coming on
stream in recent years. Occupancies
in the shopping complex sector
increased during the last quarter of
2004 rising to 79.4% on the back of
520 existing centres throughout
Malaysia. The rising influx of tourists
with a forecast of 16.7 million tourists
in 2005 especially from countries with
high spending power such as
Northern and Western Asia is
expected to contribute significantly to
the improvement of the retail industry
in the country including the shopping
complex sector. The changing
shopping pattern of consumers and

The largest Sasa Cosmetic 
retail outlet in Malaysia.

Live draw in progress held in 
Sibu, Sarawak.

Draw in progress in Sarawak Turf and
Equestrian Club’s Draw Hall, 

Kuching, Sarawak.
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retail merchandizing brought about
the emergence of many new shopping
centre designs that includes retail,
entertainment and recreational
activities all placed under one roof.

Despite a lower growth projection
forecasted by the Retail Group
Malaysia, the Malaysian Retailers
Association remains optimistic that
the retail sector would be able to
sustain its momentum in view of
positive trends in employment, job
prospect and consumption indicators.

BTS, being an integrated commercial
and residential development located in
a strategic site along the central
business district of Kuala Lumpur
supported by the Monorail (MRT), Light
Rail Transit (LRT) and various other
modes of transportation, is poised to
achieve appreciation in rental rates and
occupancy.

Like the rest of the states in Malaysia,
the gaming industry in Sarawak is
highly regulated with minimal changes
throughout the years. Growth in the
industry is expected to be in tandem
with the GDP growth and higher
purchasing power. The stringent
measures undertaken by the
Government to regulate the industry
including the standardization of prize
payout and the fixed number of
outlets resulted in keen competition
among the three main players in the
state as they depend solely on
promotional activities and strategic
marketing plans to attract punters.
NASB, with its aggressive marketing
strategies which includes product

promotions, strategic selection of
outlet locations, and efforts to
upgrade its computer software to
provide better and faster services to
punters, is confident that it will
continue to generate profits in the
coming financial year.

With the injection of BTSSB, the
Group has diversified its earnings
base from being solely dependent on
the number forecast business to one
offering a more stable and constant
income stream from property
investment. However, as BTSSB is
currently undergoing a rationalization
exercise of its tenant mix, the Board
does not foresee any improvement in
the financial performance in the
forthcoming year.

APPRECIATION

On behalf of the Board, I would like to
express my appreciation to the
management, employees and agents
for their commitment and
contributions, and to our customers,
retailers, shareholders, business
associates, financiers and the
government authorities for their co-
operation and support. 

Chan Kien Sing
Chairman

8 September 2005

Winners of the CASH Sweep Kelab Golf
Sarawak Monthly Medals.

Christmas ang pow and gifts
presentation at Sibu, Sarawak.

Chinese New Year ang pow and gifts
presentation at Cheshire Home,

Kuching, Sarawak.




